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1. Water wave mechanics. (10 marks) 
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(a) Theoretically, waves break if the horizontal particle velocity at the crest equates/exceeds the wave celerity. 
For the limiting case of deep water waves, find the relation satisfied by the wave slope 's'. Marks: 4 

(b) The position of two buoys is given by their (x,y) coordinates in metres as shown below (Fig. 1). The buoy P1 
is located at (0,0), and the buoy P2 is located at (30,10). The buoys are excited by a regular wave 62.8m long, 
height 2m, and at -30 degrees to the positive X-axis. What is the maximum relative motion between the two 
buoys if they follow the waves exactly? 

Wave velocity potential is given as ¢(x,y,z,t) = ag e'a sin{k(xcosP + ysinP)-mt}. 
m 
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Fig.l Two buoys in a 2D wave field. 

P1 (0,0) 

Wave propagation direction 

Marks: 6 

2. Statistical and Spectral representation. (10 marks) 
Consider the following sea spectrum in Table I. Calculate the following (with units): 

(!) S( ro) 

0.2 0 (i) On an average, how many waves will you see per hour? 
0.4 
0.6 
0.8 

17.80 
50.68 
20.17 

(ii) In an hour, what is tallest wave which will occur at least once? (Hint : use the 
Smiley formula ) 

1.0 7.61 
1.2 3.22 (Consider acceleration due to gravity g = 10 m /s2

) 

1.4 1.52 
1.6 0.79 
1.8 0.44 
2.0 0.26 

Table 1 : Sea spectrum. 
Marks : 6 + 4 = 10 

3. Response in regular waves. (15 marks) 
Consider a vertical circular cylinder, in monochromatic deep water incident waves. Ignore diffraction. 

Consider Radius r = 1 m, draught T = 10m, Depth D = 14m, BG = lm, wavelength A.= 20m, and wave 

height= 0.5 m, roll moment of inertia with respect to an axis through the centre of gravity 4,cg = 0.15MD2
• 

Represent A= area ofthe cross-section, velocity potential= ¢(x,z,t) = 1Jog ekz sin{h-mt}. Added mass 

moment in roll A44 = pA(T3/12 + T.BG2
), ignore radiation damping B44. 

(a) What is the natural periodofroll? 

m 



(b) Show that the roll excitation is F4(t) = 2pgATJ0 (C+E e·kd) where C = (d/2+BG- 1/k), E = d/2- BG + 1/k. 

(c) Find the steady state amplitude of the roll response. 
Marks : 3 + 8 + 4 = 15 

4. Response in irregular waves. (15 marks) 
Given is the following sea spectrum (Fig.2a), and the heave RAO (Fig.2b) of a vessel. The vessel acts as 

a low-pass filter. S(ro) has the units ofm2/sec. 

S(ro) Heave RAO /I\ 
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Fig.2(a) Sea Spectrum. Fig.2(b) HeaveRAO. 

(a) Draw the response spectrum Sz(ro). 
(b) Find the variance of the response spectrum cr. What is the significant heave a,mplitude ITJ 31 113? 
(c) What are the second moment and the average zero-up crossing period of heave? 
(d) What is the maximum wave amplitude exceeded at least once in one hour? 

Marks : 2 + 5 + 4 + 4 = 15 

5. Derived responses: Dynamic effects. (10 marks) 
Consider the following sea spectrum, heave RAO, and roll RAO of a rectangillar barge, with main particulars 
as follows B = 1Om, D = 5m, T = 2.5m. 

Table 2: RAO and Spectrum of derived response. 

HeaveRAO RollRAO Relative motion RAO Relative motion spectrum 

(!) S(ro) 173 1]4 17rel =!b._-( B)~- 1Jo 
Srel(ro) 

- - SreJ(ro) =:= [RAOrel (ro)]2 S(ro) 
1Jo 1Jo 1Jo 1Jo 2 1Jo 1Jo 

0.0 0.0 1.0 0 
0.25 0.0 0.9 0 
0.50 60 0.75 1.0 
0.75 25 0.4 6.0 
1.00 10 0:0 0.0 

Consider the midship-section, with the roll and heave motions coupled. Consider 'beam sea' acting on the 
barge. The phase angles are given with respect to the crest at the centre-plane ofthe midship section : heave is 
in phase with the wave, roll lags the surface elevation by 90 degrees. 
(a) Express the relative motion RAO of the top starboard comer oftl}e barge. (Column 5 in the Table 2) 
(b) Generate the relative motion spectrum Sz(ro). (Column 6 in the Table 2) 
(c) What is the area under the curve? What is·the RMS amplitude of relative motion Z? 
(d) What is the probability of the bilge keel emergence (from water)? Use Rayleigh distribution. 

Sign convention : Heave is +ve up, roll is +ve starboard down. Marks : 3 + 2 + 2 + 3 = 10 




